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MILITARY TECHNOLOGY AND THE 

• SURVIVAL OF CITIES 

Abstract 

The effects of modern strategic weapons on urban-industri 

are considered from the aspects of weapon technology, military si 

and arms control considerations. The possibilities for active and 

defenses against likely threats are evaluated, and the'major altern 

for unilateral means of reduction of war casualties and damage ar 

sidered. Quantitative cost-benefit estimates are developed for Or 

alternatives, which include hardening, dispersal, active defenses 

mixes of these. A degree of urban dispersal satisfying peacetime 

sibility and offering peacetime utilities, together with fallout shell 

is found to provide a solution superior in cost-effectiveness to bla 

shelters end/or active def • although the latter are not neces 

ruled out for strategic reasons Some economic and social coma, 

1 on urban dispersal are considered, together with means for makii 

feasible. 



MILITARY MIRO= AND THE SURVIVAL OF CITIES 

by 

Clark C. Abt 

1. ISIRODUCTION 

The entire Winter 1961 issue of Daedalus the Journal 

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vas devoted to the 

subject of "The Future Metropolis." Distinguished professors 

discussed many of the political, economic, and social and tech-

nological influences emanating fran and impinging upon the preset 

and future metropolis. If the intent of the issue was not to be 

comprehensive, it vas at least to identify and deliberate the mom 

salient issues concerning contemporary cities. And yet, as if by 

cannon conspiratorial consent to psychological denial of what hae 

been called "unthinkable" but is conceivably unavoidable, not a 

single contributor so mneh as mentioned the potential impact of 

the revolution in weapon technology on the survival of cities as 

viable eocio-economic institutions. Perhaps the distinguished pi 

fessors did not care to consider what happened to Rotterdam, 

Coventry, London, Cologne, Mainz, Berlin, Hamburg, Tokyo, Wye, 

Hiroshima, and Nagasaki less than a generation ago. Perhaps they 

have privately considered the problem and found no hope of Bohai 

in the design of great cities. And yet we are obliged to examine 

seriously the question of the continued viability of a social 



institution invested by hundreds of millions of ?amen beings, 

if only to determine that vs do not haw the information, or the 

imagination, or the courage to find an sawyer. 

This essay is ooncerned with the hums survival value 

of cities in an age of plentiful weapons of nags destruction, as 

yet uncontrolled and not premielfwg to be soon or easily eliminated 

by more mature forms of political control. It will discuss the 

affirmative and negative answers to the question: Nave recent 

developements in military technology made cities obsolete? 

In this essay we shall not burden the realer with 

Utopian visions of large-scale population redistributions within 

a few yeare' time, nor yet with the premise of general and cem-

plate dissavancent within the readily forseeable future. We are 

interested here in a sober evaluation of the effects of unprece-

dented threats of destruction on the continued social viability 

of the city, and how it might practically be modified to diminish 

this threat. We begin with an unhappy awareness of the givert 

cultural, social, political, and enema:ft values that are realized 

primarily in urban society (being a sometime city boy ourselves), 

together with an equally unhappy knowledge of the unmitigated 

vulnerability of cities to total destruction by modern wagons. 

We wad like best to have vorld peace and disarmament, but since 

such hopes are optimistic, w would like to see Hurt measures might 

be taken to preserve the best of urban values in a period of pro-

tracted political and possibly military conflict. If these measures 

turn cut to require the sacrifice of a portion of urban valuem for 

the sake of insuring the survival of the greater part, we shall 



weigh that possibility also. 

The discussion will, concentrate on the military threat 

posed by contemporary veapons to city survival, the possibilities 

for active and passive defense of cities in their present forms, 

and alternative political, enomic, and technological roodificatio 

of cities that sdliOst improve their survivability. Secondary est 

tin discussion idal consider the non-military threats of the reln> 

lutionary technology to the efficiency of cities as social institm 

times, and how these are perturbed by the military factors. The 

objective is not to present a pet panacea to what is a most couple 

and possibly tragic problem, but rather to identify the most ice 

tent problems that evaded the attention of the Daedalus essayists 

in a manner sufficiently thoughtful WA serious, so as to stimulat 

se overdue research into possible solutions. 
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2. HISTORICAL 1,712428CTIVIS 

The dcminant physical characteristic of cities, towns, 

azmi villages throughout recorded history is the concentrated lo-

 

cation of human dwelling. and aSSOCWAMI activities such as 

government end, in the last few theusguni years, industry. This 

obvious fact embodies the expression of a less obvious but wide-

 

spread hump awareness of the advantages of such urban concentra-

 

tion. Relstiveay little attention vas given to the specific nature 

of these advantages by the historiand and philosophers until quite 

recent times, partly because of their ccoplexity, and partly be-

 

cause of their multiplicity and obviousness. With the rise of 

the industrial revolution in the last 200 years, and the weepans 

revolution of the last 20 years, serious social disadvantages of 

urban concentration are becoming increasingly obvious. It may 

therefore be useful to place in very general historicalperspective 

the predcminant causes of and dangers totheurbanconcentrations 

we have called villages, towns, and cities. (I purposely avoid 

the term "ccemunitn" since this is so often used to desi,gnate 

groupings of persons or activities independent of physical distri-

 

nation in the urban-versus-rural sense, as, for example, the 

Christian Commanity, the Western Camunity, etc.) 

The historical social utility of the city has been that 

of the market, the port, the fortress, end the court. The market, 

long before the Greek agora, probably developed into a spatially orient 

econcmic institution for the barter of goods and information at all 

major confluences Of trade routes--however lone these PSI here been. 



Such transportation centers developed both at the confluence of eve, 

land trade routes as a result of favorable factors of terrain, natm 

flora and fauna, and the mutual stiuuli of multi-cultural Impinge:mei 

and near favorable harbors, river deltas, or river crossings to fon 

the physically more permanent ports. With the inevitable concentra 

tion of diverse human types and their physical and intellectual wet 

at these geographical nodes*  came the need for local order to prate 

life and property free indigenous crime and external invasion, con-

quest, and ravishment. The organizational device developed by the 

shrewder residents of the market and/or port areas to establish and 

maintain order was civil government. Civil government included at 

various stages of autocracy, monarchy, theocracy, aristocracy, oli-

garchy, and democracy the social institutions of the court, the 

temple, the forum, and the theater. The word court probably best 

summarizes the civil, juridical, religious, inspirational, politica 

and entertainment values embodies in the organizational center of t 

historical city, although these aspects Mere often specialized end 

de-centrali”ed. The physical device employed to protect the market 

port, and court Ma external invasion and upset vas the fortress.  

The fortress served as an effective organizing concept for the con-

centration of military resources and administration, and as base an 

sanctuary for mobile expeditions by land and sea. 

The developeent of cities as markets, ports, courts, and 

fortresses usually took place in the parallel, although one may 

discern a rough sequency fit= market to port to court/fortress most 

frequently. The court and the fortress hal their Pim/01144p Chiefly 



in the last 3000 years. Impressive examples inelude the Athenian 

Acropolis, the French Carcassonne, The Iberian Granada, and the 

fortified peripheries of most of the medieval, cities of Europe. 

It is likely that the urban concentrations called 

towns and cities scold have developed as a result of any one of 

the fair formative utilities described above. If men lived in 

peaceful and cooperative Utopian anarchy with one another, not re-

quiring fort or court, they would probably still seek meeting places 

at the convenient confluence of transportation routes for augmented 

cooperation and social intercourse. If by some magical means, men 

had always been capable of telekinesis ant mental telepathy, it 

required physical defense, they night yet have piled up timber and 

rock to form fortresses. The new question is: limb' men, will men, 

continue to build and live in urban concentrations, vhen such con-

centrations bring into essential conflict the politico-econcaic 

objectives with the military requirements for physical security? - 

And is this really the case? 



3. MMITARY =COOIWTTIIREATMIS TSB CITY 

Even in World War II, before the employment of atomic 

bre, the moaned lxmber aircraft using chemical high explosive 

bombs was capable of the caplete destruction of 
.
a city =en =-

played in sufficient quantity. "Saturation" bring by hundreds 

of aircraft using both high explosive and incendiary ban= in sae 

cases generated fire stones on the surface that, in a single raid 

substantially destroyed the target city (Hamburg, Tokyo). Althea 

the development of radar-Elided anti-aircraft artillery and all-

weather interceptor aircraft greatly increased defensive capabili 

the attrition thus Imposed on the great baster fleets turned out 

be prohibitive only in the case of daylight bring—which was no 

required for the saturation bring of cities. 

When the first static weapon destroyed Hiroshima, the 

military offense took a great leap forward of the defense. The 

vastly increased destructive power of a single atomic weapon, in 

this case acme 2,000 times as great as a heavy bomber load of the 

time, rendered attrition sir defense futile. Even if such air do 

eases could achieve SON effectiveness--a fantastically high figur 

never remotely approached--a single ten-bomber mid would be like 

to destroy an entire city. 

At this writing military offensive striking pater is =a 

further advanced relative to active military defense. They hydro 

tabs  or fusion weapon, can today achieve the destntative power 

39 megatons of TNT =thin the weight and volume restrictions of a 

single heavy babe, or, soon, an intercontinental ballistic miss 



payload. Such a bcsib is appecolmetely 2500 times as powerful as 

those that destroyed most of the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

only 16 years before. And 3arger-yield110MM are already teethe  

feasible and maybe manufactured in the next few years. Mere is 

curremIty no operational active or passive defense against these 

weapons when delivered by ballistic missile. The active air 

defenses againstmannedbomber aircraft employ the latest radar and 

missile systems, but are very much less than BO effective. 

Although the United States and. the Soviet Union are 

both developing active anti-ballistic missile defense systems, 

such systems are unlikely to overtake the threat to the extent of 

providing effective city defense. The current (and first) genera-

tion of such systems, such as NIKO ZEUS, have only a limited eana-

bLlity to deal effectively with rather staple nosecone penetration 

aids such as decoy balloons and darts. Even if they could deal 

with these devices, the ZEUS development program is lagging the 

ICBM programs by over five years, so that while there are already 

operational intermediate range and intercontinental ballistic 

missiles, an operational city defense consisting of NIKE ZEUS could 

only be deployed to protect the nation's fifty sailor cities in the 

latter part of the decade. It would be absurdly optimistic to be-

lieve that the offense will refrain fame developing additional 

countermeasures to the defense in the course of those five or more 

years. In fact, there are already reports in the technical press of 

second-generation, advanced electronic commtemmmire system to 



further aid the penetration of local defenses by missile warheads. 

The development of vary large yield warheads of 100 .et 

and more renders most !mown form of decoy diecrimination and def-

ensive counter-countermeasures futile, because these all rely on 

at least some atmospheric "filtering" of the stamm of threatening 

objects consisting of nommen, and decoys, and such large warhead' 

can set entire urban areas on fire by their thermal effects even I 

detonated above the atmosphere. Bien the Ballistic Missile Early 

Munizei System (MODEMS) and the Missile Defense Alarm Satellites 

()EMS) would fail to provide warning against orbiting satellites 

carrying such large weapons that they could destroy metropolitan 

areas without re-entering the atmosphere fromtheir orbits, being 

triggered nearly instantaneously by radio signal. 

The above discussion only suumarises the results of Jewry 

studies concerning the technical feasibility of population deem' 

against nuclear-armed ballistic missiles. These glomy conolusice 

are intended to ahem that cities as we know them cannot effective: 

be defended from attack for the foreseeable future by active mutt 

but it is not intended to argue against the development of active 

ballistic missile defense systems. Such systems may have substani 

strategic value in spite of their lack of effectiveness in defend! 

populations. They may introduce considerable uncertainty into em 

caluelations concerning the effects of his launching a massive mu 

attack, because the enemy may require well over q(y% success in dm 

ing our retaliatory force bases to reduce retaliation to an acetyl 



level, chile active anti-missile defenses may at least mike possible 

scoathing less than this. Such defenses may also be ecusidrably 

more effective in the preservation of "hardened" or passively shelterm 

military installations than they are in protecting the much more vul-

nerable cities. Such defense could also achieve a substantial degree 

of effectiveness in defending even cities against Ica-grade threats 

of nuclear blackmai1. from nations having only wry primitive nuclear-

armed ballistic missiles. Nevertheless, whatever its possible stra-

tegic value, active anti-ballistic missile defenses cannot be expected 

to effectively defend cities fro, ballistic missile attack. For pri-

marily this reason, bith the United States and, later, the Soviet Unia 

have developed a strategy of deterrence to replace the impossible def-

ense. 

Deterrence is fundamentally. a form of psychological defense. 

Its essence is the threat of retaliation. If a nation has the capabil 

and ccemitment to retaliate against an attack to an extent unacceptabl 

to the potential attacker, this capability and. camatment are sufficie 

so as to be credible to the potential attacker, then a rational attack 

may be deterred from attacking because his subsequent losses world out 

weigh any possible gains. Unfortunately, the doctrine of defense by 

deterrence is subject to grave uncertainties. The enemy may not be 

rational. Mb maybe misinformed, or see things rational4 but very 

differently from what we calculate. There maybe accidents and false 

alarms that, together with a reciprocal fear of surprise attack, cause 

one or both sides to "pre-empt" in an attempt to get in the first blow 



and thus reduce the power of the anticipated enemy attack. (This 

faceticusly galled "Retaliating before you ere hit" or, "going 

second, flrst1") Countries other than the United States or the 

Soviet Union may launch weapons at one or both superpowers fram 

mobile locations such as sal:marines, ships, or aircraft whose 

identity cannot to traced, in order to start a war between the 

two out of either ambition or desperation in same crisis. The 

current attention being given arms controls is a specific effort 

to protect the stability of what Nohlstetter has called "the dell 

cote balance of terror" against such uncertainties and accidents. 

Unfortunately, the diffusion of nuclear weapon technology goes um 

checked by an inspected and enforced world test and development 

ban, so that in a few years these uncertainties will have been 

multiplied by the addition of seven), more nuclear powers. 

The poverty of technologically-oriented attempts to 

insure the survival of cities maybe even more drastically 

illustrated by the impending threat of even less detectable and 

"stopable" delivery vehicles for nuclear weapons: shipping and 

suitcases. Nuclear fission weapons of the destructive yields of 

the Hiroshima end Nagasaki Deaths (20 kilotons of TNT) can already 

be yackaged sufficiently compactly so as to fit inside suitcases 

and shipping crates. Such "time bombs" need not even be personal 

planted--they could be mailed to the target cities. It would not 

be practical to inspect all shipping for such weapons without lkSj 

ecomcmic disruption. 

11 - 



Prom the stove discussion, it should be clear that the 

revolution in military technology, specifically in the destructive-

ness and speed of delivery of veapons, has threatened the destruction 

of urban concentrations far beyond the extent to vhieh it has aug-

mented active defensive capabilities. Furthermore, offensive 

and defensive military capabilities WO very likely to continue 

their sharp divergence, particularly with the impending breakdown of 

such psychological defenses as deterrent strategy due to the diffusiox 

of nuclear weapon capability. 



HEUTIONSHIPS 1111WEEN ACTIVE MD PASSIVE 
WW/MSES OF MBAS MIMS 

Fallout shelters reduce the area required to be defended 

Prim nuclear bursts fru a continental to a local one. In the ab-

sence of ONT41 fallout shelters, active defenses imiMI bare to be 

good enough to prevent numbers of nuclear warheads from bunting 

anywhere in the continental United States. With the widespread 

esplopernt of fallout shelters, active defense coverage maybe 

concentrated over target areas only, reducing the WWI covered by al 

least an order of magnitude. If blast shelters are provided in tart 

areas, the local defense requirmsents are further relaxed. by permitl 

much lover altitude atomic intercepts and horizontal defense zones 

covering only builtup areas, since near Moses night be tolerated 

without undue casualties. Thus active and passive defense are cap: 

suntan, and the increased effectiveness of one relaxes the required 

for the other. 

Passive defense by urban dispersal has very different cited 

in interacting with active anti-missile missile defense. By distri-

buting the peculation over a larger area without reducing its valued 

bility to blest, it increases the local defended area requirements 

for active defenses. Ideally, tram the point of view of an effect/. 

active defense system, the population would be concentrated into ye 

dense mall islands, over which massive defensive firepower could Ix 

effectively concentrated. Unfortunately, there is not likely to be 

effective active defense, because the larger yield (over 50 Negated,' 

- 13 - 



weapons may be detonated above the osier part of the atmosphere and 

still set • city on fire, and the active defenses ant rely on at-

mospheric sorting of decoy varheeds to effectively concentrate their 

fire. To pit it another rip, effective active defense requires sort. 

ing it of "false war:tends or decoys. Its onl,y ay this can be dam 

by observing the different physical behavior of the lighter decoys 

frac the noncom carrying the ashes& vhan they enter the staiosphm 

But the larger warheads need not re-enter to destroy cities, hence m 

dean sorting (radar can be easily fooled), hence no effective deft* 

The reason this essay recreants dispersal rather than blew 

shelters, in spite of the fact that the latter is more efficient vhca 

used with active defense, is that there is no effective active defeat 

On balance, relying on the purely passive defense of dispersal seems 

best. 



'4 

THE man or stairrovr" mums AXONS 

The current United States civil defense program cans to 

the identification of baeements and interior areas in downtown or 

core areas that would be suitable as fallout shelters, and their 

stockage with minima food and water and medical rations. While 

this program may be worthwhile in itself in the event of certain 

kinds of attack, it win be useless in others. It should be made 

quite clear that this program win be of use in only wry limited 

tack contingencies, and perhaps not even the most likely ones. 

First of all, this prove= will only protect the people 

in these shelters trim fallout, not tram blast. Thus direct hits 

near misses against cities would vitiate their utility. Second, 

most of the population in and arcund cities will not be within we 

Use of the subject large lmilding shelters unless the attack tali 

place during working hours Finally, even if the attack does tak 

place during working hours, mostly males and unmarried wesen or t 

beyond childbearing age All be sheltered. The women of ehildbes 

age and the children will be in chiefly suburban has, and. will 

be sheltered by this type of fallout shelter program. Furthermor 

the people who are fortunate enough to be in the core areas Maria 

a non-city attack win undoubtedly wish to, and mostly insist on, 

leaving their shelters before the two week strong radiation peric 

over, in order to be with their famines, or to bring their Amen 

to the shelters. In suanary, the following conditions Must be n 
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the current pregrea to have any utility beyond publicity of the 

problem: 

1. Attack during corking hours 

2. Attack during working days 

3. Attack not against cities 

If. Attack follow adequate inning 
time. 

The first tro conditions mould appear rather unlikely, 

except possibly in the case of a pre-enutive attack forced on the 

Soviets by United States actions. The third condition Justifies 

city fallout shelter prmsneas, which do nothing to save the popu-

lation if this condition is not met. The fourth erudition can pro 

ably be achieved. 



4. ICEMEN SIRITEN CAN 1NREATIM ENE CELT 

The pwevisma discussion argued that cities as now con-

stituted are indefensible by any foreseeable military technology 

against current and developmental offensive bombardment systems. 

One may respond, "Very well, cities cannot be defended. But why 

should anyone wish to attack thee" 

The fact that cities are targets of military attack is 

a fairly recent historical developoent--suaess one goes back to 

the fortified cities of medieval times. Certainly in the elegant 

limited wars of the seventeenth end eighteenth centuries, cities 

were not targets, and even in the nineteenth century attacks on 

cities as such were relatively rare. In World War II cities be-

came targets for primarily two reasons: first, cities were bombes 

by Franca (Barcelona) and Hitler (Coventry, London, etc.) as a 

terror weapon intended to break the will of the people to resist. 

Second, city bombing was employed by the Allies ostensibly to re* 

the industrial attptt of their associated industries and the work, 

who lived in them. Neither of these objectives was entirely MI= 

achieved by the destruction of cities, but the lambing was carrim 

nevertheless. In any future central. maims-emir, the reasons why 

cities maybe targets will perhaps include these, but will posaib: 

be somewhat different. 

Estimates vary widely as to the probable duration of cen1 

nuclear var. The United States, and in ;articular the U. S. Air I 

has tended to be preoccupied until recently with tat has been ea: 

the "spays" war, in which most strategic weapons were launched as 

quickly as possible in the hope that they might still catch same 
- 11 - 



of the opposing forces on the grated. This unstable posture we 

chiefly the result of the great vulnerability of bomber airerat 

on the ground and unprotected missile sites to surprise bomber 

missile attack. Even at this time, however, the U. G. Navy, tc 

lesser extent the U. S. Army, ant, significantly, the Soviet Us 

tended tcnstri the view that even central nuclear war might pen 

months or even years, perhaps in "broken-backed" strength, fon 

an initial massive exchange of strategic weapons. 

With changes in Noniron technology came changes in the 

estimates of the length of central nuclear var. As mobility am 

concealment was used to reduce the vulnerability of strategic 

deterrents such as the missile-tiring Polaris subsennes, and 

dispersal. and "hardening" was used to reduce the vulnerability 

fixed land-based systems such as Atlas and Minuteman ICBM, the 

tactical advantage of "going first" or pre-captive strike no; 

to a point where firepower advantage could well devolve on the 

slowly responding combatant. This, together with much incream 

concern and understanding of the dangers of accidental initiat: 

and camsand and control capabilities for deliberate and select: 

strategic responses has further tended to expand estimates of 

length of central =clear war. 

Let us assume that enemy military planners (and sun al 

have the gross alternatives of "targeting" (considering for ba 

meat) three different classes of target systems: Strategic am 

tactical military targets alone (called counterforce targets); 

industrial areas alone (called coUntervalue targets); or a mix 



of the two (called mixed counterforce-counterva)ue targets). Xi 

only a very short oar is to be expected, we might expect most oi 

the weapons to be targeted against the opposing veapons, or on 

are called ccunterforce targets. This is to reduce the rentber c 

such weapons that are aced against us as quickly as possible, wk 

sone of the are still vulnerable on the ground. It ie a kind c 

offensive defense. To hold back one's own vulnerable missiles c 

the war starts is to invite their destruction on the ground, and 

besides that the war is too short to Make disruption of industri 

significant objective. Nevertheless, a relatively weak power mi 

even in these circumstances use his missiles mostly or entirely 

for countervalue targets (or threaten to, and to make the threat 

most credible, irrevocablyplan to do 00), hoping thereby to 

achieve deterrence by nuclear blackmail since destruction of the 

threatening force could not be possible. Although this latter ] 

Malty is not likely to arise until the substantial, further 

diffusion of =leer weapons, it is a problem that the Soviet Ur 

must face with Prance and England even now. If the United State 

achieves a sufficiently greet missile superiority over the Sovie 

Union so that the latter can have no hope of blunting a U. S. cc 

force strike, the Soviet Union may also elect a countervalue tee 

strategy in order to preserve deterrence of a U. S. first strike 

The increasingly likely situation, however, is one in 

which both the United States and the Soviet Union possess sublets 

- 19 - 



and roogbly compareble missile farces of a relatively invulnerable 

nature, so that counterfocce strikes beta.. form of unilateral 

disarmament. If strategic forces become Increasingly less luerativ 

targets, the alternative targets are tactical forces and urban-indu 

trial areas. Tactical forces, due to their mobility and dispersion 

capability, may make relatively poor targets cornered to cities. 

This leaves cities. Where previously the targeting strates/ would 

possibly covetously attempt to avoid damage to cities to "spare the 

hostages" and thus preserve bargaining power for the protection of 

one'a own population, the approaching relative invulnerability of 

military targets and the proximity of purely industrial targets to 

urban areas may suggest the destruction of at least a few hostage 

cities as a mesas of military bargaining. 

In addition to the above strategic threat to cities, 

there is also the strong possibility of an inadvertent, or unintend 

at unavoidable threat resulting fran what is intendedto be a couo 

force attack. The increased dispersion of military forces (for red 

vilnerability), together with the increased lethal area of strategl 

weapons, and the requirements for such larger yield weapons reaulti 

Inn advances in active and passive defense of military installatio 

may make it *possible to strike at strategic military targets with 

simultaneously imposing grave damage on urban-industrial areas. PI 

storms can be ignited by 100 megaton bombs over 100 miles fro, thet 

burst points, and most military installations have one or more urbe 

industrial &MSS within this radium. Furthermore, not all intercom 



ballistic aissiles vill be accurate, and in an exabange of /main 

dozens say Sall vithin lethal radius of urban industrial areas. 

rainy there does not appear to be any prompt anti practical vai 

counterforce targets mash as navy yards can be diescalated. tram 1 

cities. 



5. MS ors IM2111M3118 

The minima site of a enmity still presenting • lucrative 

Mamie target depends.. much on the number of available missiles the 

enemy( s) has for striking the, and the total number of such targets, 

as it does on the individual qualitiee of the target itself. This 

greatly complicates the problem, because neither the number of missiles 

nor the saber of urban targets is likely to remain constant or stable 

unless artificial constraints are imposed.. Such constraints might 

include arms control and/or partial disarmament agreements. If arms 

control can stabilize strategic retaliatory bombardment forces at, say, 

1000 intercontinental ballistic missiles on each side, them there would 

have to be at least 2000 separate communities in the United States to 

insure survival of 50% of the population against an all-out counter-value 

(catnter-population and industry) attack...provided fallout &caters 

are available to all, target areas are distributed so ae not to overlap, 

and missiles are assumed to be completely reliable and effectively 

accurate and capable of penetrating any local defense.. These last 

qualifying assumptions are either plausible in themselves', or made 

for the sake of simplified illustration. Missile unreliability and 

inaccuracy sill merely reduce the number of targets required or, 

alternatively, increase the missile inventory required for • fixed 

percentage of destroyed targets. 

Assuming that ve make our calculation for a time in Amick the 

United States population will be some 200 millions, the minimum size 

of a camemity still presenting a lucrative target is 200 millions I 54 
divided by 2000 missiles, or 100,000 inhabitants. 21mis assumes uniform 

• 



diets/trios. and are= of consideration of such factors as local 

specialization. If the usaber of strategic effectivemissiles on r 

sida can be reduced to 100 by improvement' in the accuracy of &IL 

control agreement inspection of inventories, ve then Wes 200 

divided by 10G or 1,030,000 inhabitants per city for 50% national SU 

vival. Correspondingly, • maxima city site of 930,000, given the 

number of 300 missiles, would assure 75$ survival, 200,000 for 90% e 

vival, or 100,000 for 95% survival.. Figure 1 illustrates this relat 

ship. The effect of =uniformities lll coammity size, provided the 

maxi= size limit is reserved, vill tent to increase the =bar of 

gets and hence the percentage of the national population surviving s 

wrack. 
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6. nagatans PHISPlane 
The alternative prospects for mien survival operate on the, 

levels of scope and detail. The first level of greatest scope and le 

detail is that of geopolitics. Here the variables efailitarYs maw 

and political strategyare aggregated to determine the fora of global 

interactions among national end international organizations. It is ( 

this level that the major choices between political reorganization f( 

peace or technological reorganization for war must be made. Either 

is eliminated or most rigidly aryl reliably controlled by political f( 

that do not nov effectively function, or in order to usefully M1TYIAR 

otherwise recurrent nucletu• wars, it maybe necessary to radically el 

the technology of cur civilization's production, consumption, and rot 

activity. These are the extremes of a spectrum of possibilities; it 

certainly possible, *and =eh more plausible, to continue in the dill" 

quest for international, order, while at the awe time taking certain 

technological precautions that vill reduce the level of damage result 

fron general var. 

The second level of aggregation is that concerned with the 

socio-econcmic forms within a nation—essentially the problem of net, 

design. Here we are concerned with the size, number, and distributic 

of urban-industrial concentrations, questions of regional specializat 

and autonomy and interaction, and the long-term social and political 

tie wish to see prcoulgated =wig cur population. These liLess-scale 

considerations will be constrained by the international strategic con 

tions resulting from geopolitical prospects for peace, limited oars, 
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general and total an. With the determination of these national. forms, 

desirable design criteria for local metropolitan areas can he formulated. 

Finally, at the level of least still workably significant 

mope and greatest possible detail are the alternatives for urban-

industrial ormetropolitanpatterns of physical, politest, economic, 

social, and cultural development. NOVO VO must deal with questicas of 

the size and topology of cities, structural density, tax resource distri-

bution, transport accessibility, variety of vocational and avocet/coal 

choices, political and social participation, cultural richness, Me-
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ALUM= PROSPECTS ON DIRER IMES OF AULT= FOR TR 

INTERACTION OF minas TIERNOLOST AND ISTIMPOLITAN OEM= AND 

FORM 

(continued) 
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On the geopolitical level, the prospects Went ennausills1 

We vcsild like to say that governments will henceforth1n not only tel 

bit also possessed of correct information and be unperturbed by once: 

tanty. This is not likely to be the case. No world government cap 

of developing and enforcing international order is likely to arise ft 

at least the next generation, and perhaps not even then or until aft 

decimating thermonuclear var. At best, the prospects are for protra 

• between last and West (and also occasionally among the unca 

on an economic and limited military basis--limited military conflict 

strained by unilateral and tacit and possibly even a few explicit at 

controls. Partial dinnmsment is ineffective, but maybe attempted. 

General and complete disarmament rill not renove the danger of goner 

war, tut only give it a prolonged, different, (and hopefully less li 

chain of causes. Although wars may be limited, they will not necess 

be limited to local, tactical engnsements. Limited strategic retell 

may be employed where one side feels itself strained tactically, and 

means possible bembernment of "Inteleuniu  targets such as citiee--wit 

without warning sufficient for evacuation. (See "111e Strategy of Li 

Retaliation* Some Constraints," by Clark C. Abt and Ithiel de Sola 

in LIMITED STRATEGIC WAR, edited by Knorr &Read, Princeton, 1962.) 

The conclusion ve muet unhappily dray frets geopolitical cor 

siderations is that there will continue to be a significant militarr 

threat to =Inn survival for the foranable future. This is not to 

that the demise of the Western world is at hand, but only that an v 

inner of cities will be threatened with nuclear attack for the fore 

future. The outlook is bleak, but not hopeless. Survival is preble 



at possible with effort. The specific problem, in terms of urban 

organization, is haw to provide min aurvirsb/lit7 of floated mars 

bombardment within economically fossil:Gs expenditures that, ideally, 

addox. civic improvements quite independent of survizsbility. To part il 

another say, whet form of insurance can be bought for car cities that 

will yield peacetime dividends in increased urban effectiveness, and thui 

pay for themselves even if we are fortunate enough to avoid var. 

Given the probable geopolitical threat of protracted and hope-

fully limited conflict, what are the alternatives on the national or 

regional level in response/ There are several predominant demographic 

trends that zmist be taken into account. First, some three-quarters of 

the poyulation of the United States WV liVO in cities or their suburbs, 

and the proportion is likely to increase to 90% within the moot feu 

decades. Second, most of the population is found within sone 100 miles 

of the coastline--a fact that bodes poorly for effective defense in deptl 

agais.st even manned tecber attack. Third, nearly half of the nation's 

population is settled in the northeast quadrant of its geography, which 

is also the area that is likely to receive the most cumulative radioactil 

fallout from either a counterforce or a countermine attack. 

Perhaps even more important that these demographic factors WTI 

the questions of public opinion and its interactions with government poll 

In late 1961, there vas a ZWICT shift in the administration's proposals 

for civil defense, although no new technical facts had been brought to 

light. OJUI can only conclude that the shift in emphasis from private to 

pXblic fallout shelters vas the result of political factors. Although 

these political factors might include strategic considerations of Soviet 



• 

policy and possible shifts in targeting, • major cause may have been 

the unfavorable (both directly and indirectly in the ton of counter 

prednethe activities) public response. In this ease, it we probab 

the combination of maternal political. requirements (the Berlin crisi 

forcing the President to suggest civil defense measures that could b 

interpreted to imsediately stiffen the nation's vin to resist three 

together with the unfortunately discriminatory, economically seleeti 

nature of a private fallout shelter program, that elicited the video 

public discussion and, gradually, dissatisfaction. 

The question of what kind of survival policy should be ad-

vocated and executed by the gown:meat must be answered in a maple, 

context of national resources, traditions and public attitudes, and 

technical factors of defense technology and military planning facto] 

Whether or not to build shelters, the location of such shelters loci 

their national distribution, what kind or kinds of shelters should 1 

built, who should build that, to should pay for them, etc. are an 

that interact with the current nature and future possible forms of :I 

nation's me tropolitan areas. These factors vin all be affected by 

more definable (if yet uncertain) adiltary variables of nature and I 

of baths that the anew might use in an attack, burst altitude, del: 

speed and accuracy, available warning, likely muster of false alarm 

long-term alert periods, the alternate target systaae, winds, veath 

time of year, duration of attack, etc. 

We have already discussed the possibility of enemy resort 

counter-city attack as a me.ans of military bargaining in the coming 



in width eounterforee attadc may be rendered futile by the great red-

=tics of force mobility thrcugh hardening, dispersal, mobility, and 

concealment, This SIB is not yet here, hovever, and may not be com-

pletely dominent for almost another decade. In this forthomdag decade, 

rational strategic considerations suggest the primacy of strategic and 

tactical ailitary fosse as target objectives. For an enemy to destroy 

our cities mildrens most of the restraint vs night have had to pre-

vent cur own forces frau attacking his cities, in the expectation that 

ours wild therefore be spared. Unfortunately, military operations are 

not slays carried out according to the dictates of strict rationality. 

Cassini MA control may breakdown. C"' cations mey Is distorted. 

Accidents and misalculations will occur. Thus there is scene threat 

to cities even before they became the only economically attachable tassel 

by reason of wetly reduced strategic force vulnerability. This leaves 

us in a situation vhere the most likely threat to cities for the next tel 

years rill be the radioactive fallout generated by a nearly pure counter. 

forts attack, vita an additional less Moly but far from trivial threat 

of direct boabardment of some cities either as a result of accident, as 

pert of a demonstration of "firmness," as in limite4 retaliation, or be-

cause they are inseparable flysmilitarytargets (ports). 

In the avareness of this general distribution of threats to our 

cities, the Adsdnistration has elected to follow • policy of stsalteneoui 

working on the geopolitical level for general and caplets disarmament 

or at least arms control, and on the national level it i$ executing • 

• federally-financed and administered public fallout shelter and eancati( 

progress  augmented by the less-than-favonebly received land antecedent pr1 

shelter prod:rms. The ironing assuptice of this myna (nost unfortunal 



rarely aide clear by officials and never by the President) is that t 

likely kind of attack in the next rev years will be counterforce wit 

ground bursts, thereby generatiag an almost entirely fallout threat 

most of the nation's population in cities. (Fallout shelters rill, 

course, not save those persons in the imsediate area of military tea 

subject to direct bombardment, due to the thermal and blast effects. 

this should be the case, than according to the Sand Corporation ma) 

performed by Herman Tan, ten to one lsmdred persons mold I 

saved by an extensive (Ten (10) billion dollars) fallout shelter pre 

depending on the weight of the attack. Even if the attack should be 

directed half at cities and half at military targets, forty to one 1 

million persons might be saved by the fallout shelters. In short, i 

fallout shelter program is believed to provide the highest payoff b 

against the most likely kind of attack. It is for these reasons the 

argusents of uninformed persons against fallout shelters on the bail 

their failing to provide protection against blast and firestorms are 

relevant. They complain that the fallout shelter program foils to. 

something it vas never meant to do—to protect the cities from direr 

On the local or me t ropolitan level, the alternatives pose( 

the above discussed policy are twofold in time sequence. In the net 

the question is chiefly one of maximizing the umber of persons that 

have public or private fallout shelters accessible to them within tl 

Minted available learning time. There is little to suggest that the 

lem justifies any sort of substantial reorganization of metropolitaz 

either politically or physically. In the not such re distant tat 
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however, (and, it might be noted, one in which metropolitan planning 

might have some practical effect on the physical fools of cities), the in-

creasing threat of direct bombardment of cities will require serious 

consideration of unprecedented political and/or technological modifi-

cations. We are not in this essay concerned with the forma of inter-

national order as such, except to consider that the chances for an 

effective geopolitical solution removing the threat of thermonuclear 

bombardment appear mate. Since we are concerned directly with the 

question of the safety of cities, we will concentrate on the possible 

modifications that might be made to ;emote survival in the face of this 

threat. 

When we thoroughly examine the possibilities for city survival 

of intentional direct attack with weapons ranging up to 100 megatons 

in yield, we find than/ are few and expensive indeed. A moderate degree 

of dispersal, by itself, is futile against the 25-mile heavy damage 

blast radius and the SO-mile heavy firestorm radius. Fallout shelters, 

while perhaps having served a usefulfunction in the time of lesser yields 

and more likely counterforce attacks, will then only serve to protect 

the inhabitants of those cities that are accidentally or intentionally s 

spored, since they do not by themselves provide protection against fire 

or blast to significant extent. Active defenses may slightly reduce the 

lethality of the large weapons, at very great cost of billions, by forc-

ing detonation at higher than optimal altitude of some 40,000 feet, or by 

providing a marginal capability for intercept at optimal burst altitudes 

or slightly above. It nay generally be concluded that their most effi-

cient function will be to provide a contribution to the defense of very 
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"barr acsmemnd centers and strategic bases, ALAI in spite of their 

"hardening" veal& otherwise be vulnerable to 100-megaton surface box 

Such protected installations could sustain the heat and blast fry h 

bursts skirting effective active defense capability, lett cities as 

sentry constituted could not. 

Very videspread and more .uniform dispersal is also not a se 

factory answer, since it essentially eliminates the amenities of the 

urban form as we know it, vithout providing a clear payoff in terms 

substantially increased survival vs pattern bombing. 

The question is, can the political, social, econcadc, and 

cultural forms of the metropolis be preserved by st modificatices 

in the face of an onslaught by 100-megaton barbs? If such weapons 

directed only or primarily at military bases separated in space from 

cities, the answer is a definite yes, but there is no strong vrilita3 

justification for the modification of urban patterns. If the weapoa 

directed at cities themselves, the answer must be an extremely quuli 

weak, and uncertain yes. In fact, the "yes" is so weak as to aonsi 

a "no" for many people. What weld be required to survive this Mari 

attack and its blast, thermal, and radioactive effects would be a a, 

tiro of dispersal and hardening--precisely the measures that are all 

being taken by military organizations in an attempt to protect bassi 

direct attack. If such measures could be taken, then active defence 

cities might once again pay off, for the reasons given previously. 

What might be the form of "hardening" and dispersal in a zot 

politan context, that would still preserve a significant portion of 

polite= values? And why are such measures believed to provide a del 
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of survivability? If cities sere °hardened" only--thst is, provided 

with blast shelters—the fire storms above their shelters would prob-

ably nevertheless suffocate then( with smoke or remove the available 

oxygen. This is what happened in limeaurer after the fire raids. Even 

completely independent stores of compressed air or oxygen would not suf-

fice, unless the blast shelters were impractically deep, due to the 

heat nal the fire storms above ground. There were ewe shelters in 

Hamburg that were Opened two days after the great fire raid and found 

to still have air temperatures of 1500°  F. 

On the other band, if urban dispersal is employed without benefit 

of blast shelters, the large blast radii of the 100 megaton weapons, and 

the much larger thermal overload radii, would nevertheless cause severe 

dmsage and a high proportion of deaths and casualties. The combination 

of dispersal together with blast shelters would somewhat reduce the prob-

ability of massive fire stones of such intensity that wry deep autonomous 

shelters weld be required, vhile at the same time providing the minimum 

fire and blast protection required by local conditions. The buildings 

in a "garden city" night be knocked flat, awl SOWS of than might catch 

fire, but the people in shelters adjacent or even underneath vould not be 

threatened by the tremendous temperatures and oxygen starvation resulting 

from fires launch moue densely spaced surroundings. 

The specific forms of "hardening" and Atliall dispersal maybe 

varied bothto confond with local conditions ideally, and perhaps as a 

result of further research. Concrete basement shelters in fireproof 

apartment houses, schools, office buildings, and factories, that are 

used conventionally for food and tool storage useful for survival appear 



an obvious and relatively by opportunity cost possibility for buten: 

For private hams, concrete storage roans adjacent to basements tut n: 

directly under houses might be effective. There are maw possibiliti: 

but since we are concerted here with changes Imposed on urban fonts lr 

military technology, rather than the changes in 1:wi3.ding ccastruction, 

we yin concentrate on the alternatives for metropolitan dispersal. 

Dispersal of current urban population wacentrations can talc 

the form of multiple dense cores, cores vith satellites or salaries, I 

parsed sheets, stars, rings, or chains. (Bee following chart for a t 

lated carper/son of potential pattern characteristics.) The actual a 

that my be made may result frail the particular concatenation of lam 

conditions of transport routes, topography, city design, and industri 

demand. Dcabinaticas of one or more of the alternate patterns of die 

we quite likely: For example, core-galaxies, star-rings, end diaper 

sheet-chains. Itch more quantitative systems analysis must be perfor 

to determine the relative cost-benefits of the various patterns in th 

economic, industrial, social, esthetic, and military survivability el 

The following chart attempts to suggest only quite curedely same of 

the more obvious relative advantages and disadvantages. 
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The table ca the presiding page does not offer the sitarist] 

of underground cities, although caide of the two-dthensional forms spec 

fled could incorporate subterreasen structures for housing their PVC 

Is times of terror. Underground blest, fire, and fallout shelters Sr. 

the mese tabs as underground cities. The former provide temporary, : 

comfort protection for mouths at most. Underground cities would possl 

be sulf-sustaining for longer periods of time, but would require an co 

mous allocation of national resources. Where as some 100,000 people a 

a square mile in heavily built up urban areas today, undergo:mud citii 

several hundred feet deep could accommodate ten times that =Weer wit] 

relatively generous personal space allowance of 10,000 ethic feet. 0: 

course, this space allowance is generals only as dwelling space; if ti 

is no "cmtside" one can go to, it may came to be perceived as rather 

ing. 

If the compact core type of urban organization is chosen, vs 

hierarchies of function might eventually run frre industry on the Sr 

thrash wholesale commerce and transport on the next higher level, th 

retail cammente and amusements on the next, to another level of trams 

met finally to homes and schools on the uppermost level, since that Is 

be the most esthetically and healthfully desirable. In an undergrouni 

of casparthle concentration requiring extensive vertical layering, ti 

sequence downward might be the mirror Image of that above the surface. 

because the deepest locations would now be the healthiest. Intiaatim 

of this sort of potentiality have been suggested by another valuably 

tying "novel" (quotes because it is not reallymuch as literature, no 

tended to be) called Level 7 by Mordecai Roshmald (McGrew-Rill, New! 

1261). 



The prospect of new "fortress.' cities, this time armored 

vertically rather than horizontally, does not appeal to the senses 

or to economic serme. The cry may someday got "Better red than 

buriedla Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that the core and 

star configurations would best lend themselves to an integrated subter-

ranean city rapidly accessible from the above-ground metropolis. 

The political and social implications of underground cities 

are not appealing. Complete regimentation of living space and functional 

apace would be required, and certainly no private transport would be 

possible for at least so long as it took to carve out an entire new 

landscape underground. Because of the relatively complete social 

integration such an ant hive would require, commercial and industrial 

free enterprise, even limited as it is today, would be finished. 

Furthermore, there would of necessity be the most restricted choices 

of work, society, and living space. All in all, an underground city 

would probably require a form of government and social organization 

best described as • communist military dictatorship. This might suggest 

to the electorate, if such measures mere seriously contemplated, that it 

might be preferable to be red above ground rather than equivalently 

totalitarian below ground. Of course there maybe many who ?refer 

being underground to being governed by foreign reds above ground. There 

might be a point to this, provided that the underground cities were 

only very temporary. let their very expense would seem to mitigate 

against only emergency usage, once constructed. 

With respect to the social consequences of urban dispersal 

(combined with some "hardening") that night be required in the not too 

distant warlike future, the resurgence of anal satellite communities 



(mMther part of a galaxy, or star, or ring, or chain - it doesn't. 

matter) might steamore cheerful increase in personal initiative - 

politically, economically, socially, culturally. The current urban 

concentration at the core permits efficient personal inputs. There is 

a modem of passive choice, or spontaneous communication. That one's 

output is constrained by the need to restrict social impingement to 

tolerable levels of occasional privacy. With dispersal, the ingrate of 

passive choice from spontaneous comemnication are more limited (althorn.g 

still available at increased time-distance cost), but pwrsona). output, 

personal initiative, personal creative choice are increased. The moral 

might be, learn in the OCTO, GO out to create morel 
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T. COST WIT CONSIDERATIONS IV THE COIVARISON CV URBAN DISPERSAL 

MED BLAST SHELTERS AS MUM OF SURYIVIIO THERIMMUCLEAR 

coarn-vaus BCOMMWARENT. 

Any discussion of so simplex a set of cost benefits sust begin 

with the Identification of °assonant cost and benefit elements. These 

include the major elements of military, economic, political, and cultural 

costs and benefits - in approximately that ascending order of quantifiabi 

Mere are many secondary complicating feedback effects, such as the 

military significance of all the other elements, the economic significano 

of all the other elements, etc. However, let us begin with the considera 

of the primary component costs and benefits that might be measured, or 

at least evaluated, in comparing the two strategies for social survival. 

Military costs will be naively postulated to consist of fraction 

of the population killed, this being assumed as a measure of the loss of 

national productive capacity, will to resist, "value", etc. It is well 

known that these factors are not linearly related, particularly will 

to resists and, more important, the will to resist perceived by decision 

makers. However, since our purpose here is by definition to insure the 

largest fraction of the nation's population at the least cost, or for a 

fixed cost, the questions pertaining to ancillary unitary values maybe 

neglected in this connection. Military benefits are simply the inverse 

of costs, or the fraction of the population surviving thermonuclear 

bombardment of populated areas. Enough is known about weapon effects 

to permit calculation of survival percentages for at least normalised 

target areas to within wham ton percent (not counting the uncertainty 

introduced by major weapon innovations, such as radical repartitioning 

of the energy spectrum of thermonuclear weapons, as in the so-called 

"neutron bombs). 



• 

The economic oasts of the two alternate approaches ay be 

divided into dinetandindireet costs. Direct costs are those ince 

In tbe construction or purchase of numequipment entailed by smelt 

aspects of an approach, while indirect costs include secondary off, 

and opportunity posts. 

I:commie benefits, again, are both direct and indirect. 

Direct economic benefits are the professional, skilled, and unsldll 

labor saved from destruction or crippling wounds, and the capital 

goods anti inventories saved from destruction or serious damage, and 

the economies of scale and/or function achieved by the two alternat 

strategies. Indirect economic benefits include longer-range improv 

in the yeild of capital, investment attractiveness, growth rates, a 

other factors affecting the overall viability of an economic unit. 

Political costs and benefits include the relative threat c 

alienation, the degree of active participation matte possible, the 

efficiency ami integrity with which the communitise maybe politic; 

organized, the relative efficiency with which government can tannic 

community services, etc., together with the relative costs of zoodil 

existing arrangerents to those required by the alternative approact 

Cultural costs and benefits consist of the reenforcement 

degradation of the entire hierarchy of cultural values and their 

operational correlatives. 

The cost benefit comparison below is made between the erpl 

of urban decentralization together with fallout shelters, versus U 

of continued concentration at current levels with both LaMart and 

blast and fire shelters, as alternative means of surviving !barmen; 

counter-population haddardrent. /t is assumed that the Oast viii 



consist of no more than several hundred (to be limited by am controls) 

intercontinentalballistic missiles carrying payloads capable of 

product's thermonuclear bursts ranging from one to 100 megatons of 

TNT. If the yield of the weapons is limited to sone ten megatons, the 

results of the cost benefit comparison are attend in degree, but it 

will be seen that the conclusion of preference is not. Threats of 

biological and chemical weapons are not here considered, due to either 

their strategic clieutility or the expectation that their development 

may be flatted b3 arms controls on military research and development. 

(Biological weapons have too long response times to be efficient as 

strategic terror weapons, and, like chemical gases, require substantial 

seeding by numerous aircraft that een be successfully defended against 

on an attrition basis. 

It is assumed that in the event of a major attack on when 

population targets with thermonuclear weapons, in the area of total 

destruction (5 nautical miles radius for a 5-Megaton surface burst) 

Want shelters as well as fallout shelters would be useless, although 

the percentage surviving with blast shelters might be slightly higher 

(SO% rather than perhaps 50%). Considering that the downtown area 

population densities approach tens of thousands per square idle, and 

that the area of total destruction is some thirty square miles (for 

5 NI surface) a substantial nmeer of people might be saved from the 

initial blast effects by downtown blast shelters. . .perhaps adding 

up to ten or twenty million people all ovvr the country. What is most 

questionable, however, is whether these survivors of the initial blasts 

would survive Om subsequent firestorms and very intense local radio-

activity. . .and whether or not they could dig themselves ott of their 

• 



shelters without outside aid (which maybe difficult in the face of 

intense radioactivity ard fires). This writer would conclude that, 

regardless of the type of shelter, the downtown population is unlikely 

to have a significant fraction of survivors. Thus the additional 

coats involved in building blast shelters in downtown areas appears 

unjustified because it achieves no heprovement in survival - with one 

possible exception. The exception is for the cases in which missiles 

miss their downtown designated ground sere, and detonate several miles 

away in the suburbs. In this case, the fraction of persons saved by 

downtown blast shelters might grow substantial due to the additional 

protection against a near Was. This payoff must be weighed against 

the probability of such near misses, which promises to be low indeed, 

because a rather inaccurate missile can still constitute %duct in terms 

of lethal radii is a direct hit. ICBM's are designed in their guide= 

systems to be sufficiently accurate to destroy hardened missile sites 

if possible, requiring accuracies approaching geodetic uncertainties 

on the order of half a silo. Anything within two miles of the aiming 

point maybe considered a direct hit on a major large city - hence the 

unlikelihoof of frequent near mi.1305. Complete misses or rdssile aborl 

are more probable, but against these no type of shelter buys anything, 

because it isn't needed (except perhaps fallout shelters). 

Thus it may be concluded that the main argument between blast 

plus fallout shelters, and fallout shelters plus dispersal, is not the 

question of improving survival in the area of total destruction likely 

to occur at the core of the city. With equal (and insignificant tempi 

mint in survival from shelters in this area, the cost benefit comparim 

strongly favors dispersal plus fallout shelters over blast shelters, 

because of the much higher local expense of the latter. In the urban 



core areal, real. estate, 01,44% urestpround mal estate, is extremely 

costly. So is the massive construction activity required to burrow 

zuzier large buildings, strews, and sewage systems. To adequately 

shelter the population against a direct hit, one would have to build 

concrete bunkers many hundreds of feet below the surface - comparable 

in cost are difficulty of construction to skyscrapers of equal height 

above the surface. To inadequately shelter this core population against 

direct hits would be nearly as expensive. Without attempting my pseudc 

accurate estimate of the costs of construction, a plausible rule of 

thumb and a conservative ore might be that the cost would be comparable 

to the coat of construction of large modern office buildings above 

ground. This would not include the costs of disrupting normal service 

functions during the extended (years) period of construction. 

It might be argued that the costs of the wiz= dispersal scheme 

are also great, because of relocation are rebuilding up the housing and 

industry that was formerly in the core areas in dispersed suburban 

areas. This would be an error, because the urban dispersal scheme 

proposed in this paper does not call for any srestantial relocation, 

but rather for the building of new homes and industries entirely at 

dispersed sites, permitting natural depreciation of buildings to gradual 

thin out the high density core areas. 

Let us next consider the urban zones of heavy damage to 

bindings, in which populations with only fallout shelters would suffer 

sere 40% fatalities and an additional 30% casualties. For a five Mega-

ton surface burst, this zone extends from three to five miles from the 

designated ground zero burst point. In almost all major cities (over 

1,000,000 population) this would be a zone of population density close 
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people in this Ions of heavy damage before dispersal, because they 

mould no longer be there - they could have been dispersed to outer 

suburbs. Thus the difference in benefits in this tone consists of 

perhaps one third of the population of this sone in its concentrated 

urdispereed state. Sinn the area consists of son fifty square miles, 

per city, and sines average densities per square mile in this sons may 

be over 10,000 persons, one-third of 110% times 50 times 10,000+ person: 

might be saved by blast shelters here, or approaching 100,000 persons 

per city. Sven assuming that half of these initial survivors die from 

subsequent radiation arsi other privations, the saving in life from 

blast shelters in this zone is still substantial. The cost would still 

be great - probably again as much as the coat of the annreground comb 

Men at the least. That this cost is "worth it" on the basis of any 

lives saved justify any cost is not correct, became the same funds 

spent more efficiently elsewhere might have saved even more lives. It 

S. suggested, although undoubtedly difficult to demonstrate, that the 

cost of blast shelters in this heavy damage zone can be spent more efff 

icily on urban dispersal. The reason for this is that for urban dispei 

primarily tax incentives are required, rather than expensive construct: 

AIM that these would for a fixed SUM offer much greater "leverage" on 

the problem than heavy shelter construction. It might cost 100 04111.oi 

dollars to build • single blast shelter sufficient to house 1,000 fami: 

but a million dollars of tax relief for each of 100 major employers mit 

lealtiply the number of fad-lies saved by reason of dispersal of industa 

to 100,000 (assuming the average number of enplane el 1,000. 

In the tone of indium to light damage, extending from fin to 

nine miles out from the surface burst point of a 5-magaton both, there 

might be an avenge of IS blast fatalities in the absence of blast du 



term. Here, however, the Percentage Of population surviving blast is 

a strong function of wanting ties. If people can get into the bar/sante 

of buildings and any from minion, they are unlikely to be hurt by 

blast damage to screening walls aid flying debris. Since wanting time 

will soon be increased from fifteen minutes to.  shout a bait-hour by the 

MIDAS satellite waiting system that detects hostile ICBM's shortly attar 

blast-off, there should be enough time to seek shelter of the naturally 

available kind. The real problems in this zone of light to medic= blast 

damage are fallout and fire. 

Fallout would be guarded against in both the case of blast 

shelters, and by means of fallout sheltered urban dispersal, so this 

is not a point of comparison. But fire is, aid in particular, the probl 

of fire storms. Fire storms killed more people in cities in World War I 

than either chemical or atomic explosives. It has been estimated that 

same 1110,000 people lost their lives in the fire stores of Hamburg, 

compared to same 80,000 at Hiroshima. It was probably the fire storm 

In Tokyo that created the greatest production losses in Japan. To 

enable people to survive fire storms, blast shelters must not only be 

fireproof, but must also possess their own independent air supply for 

at least a day. The predominant lethal mechenism of the fire storm Is 

its exhaustion of locally available oxygen, so that as mop or more 

persons suffocate as burn to death. Mast shelters possessing autoncaou 

air supplies would be expensive for the population density obtaining in 

most metropolitan heavy to radium dame zones. Jost how sash more ana 

sin than simple blast shelters is difficult to say. 

Mum dispersal. with fallout shelters can do mud to greatly 

minas the possibility of fire stores, aid pactups eliminate them, try 

the development of industrial and residential parks with multiple open 

spawn sating as firs breaks. In the proposal dispersal sabre, this 
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scone of alternating residential and industrial parks would be least 

generally in the heavy to medial damage SODOS otherwise most subjec 

the threat of firm stores. Although isolated fires maybe initiate 

in industrial and residential parks in this sans, it is extremelya 

that fire storms could develop. Furthermore, since construction, t 

new, is most likely of the fireproof type, even isolated fires may 

imperatively rare. Certainly steps in building codes and toning c 

be taken to assure this. Thus it may be concluded that in the mod! 

to heavy dump zone, most blast fatalities maybe eliminated by 

blast shelters ar, natural major building basement shelters, providc 

adequate tprning is available - and it can be. Radioactive falloul 

casualties mpi also be substantially reduced by either blast shot 

or the building basement fallout shelters in the dispersal scheme. 

point of comparison becomes meaningful only with consideration of 

threat of casualties from fire and fire storms. Here there is a el 

between highly probable fire storre requiring blast shelters with 

ncamous air supplies, or only sporadic fires that can be dealt with 

normal means aptwhich, in the case of the most probably prevalent 

of structures in the dispersed residential and industrial parks, m: 

extremely rare. The choice between blast shelters lacking indepep 

air supplies and the dispersal seheme clearly favors the latter, s: 

the former would fail to protect its population against suffocation 

choice between blast shelters with independent air supplies and 41 

plus fallout shelters is such more difficult, and must be resolved 

the basis of relative costs, since both approaches would in this a 

save most of the populaticn in the medium to heavy damage tone. 

Again the cost comparison appears strongly to favor the tm 

dispersal plus fallout shelter approach over that of blast shelter 
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iraspendent air supplies. On wen a direct cost basis, the latter will 

cost more than the former. But assuming that indirect economic and 

other benefits, such as economies of transport and other sweices, accrue 

more to the system of residential and industrial parks than to continued 

tertian congestion, them is an even clearer payoff in dispersal compared 

erlith blast shelters. 

The considerations discussed above for the medium to heavy 

damage sows would appear to hold for the light damage sone also. It 

is quite likely that the eonslusion of cost benefit *caparisons would 

also favor the dispersal whew. 

In consideration of the above factors alone, and assuming that 

indirect benefits and costs will at least not reverse their compariaon, 

the urban dispersal scheme suggests itself as superior in its ratio of 

benefits to costs, to that of blast sheltering for continued high density 

urban concentration. This conclusion does not appear to be markedly 

sensitive to variations in the relative weighting of the importance of 

either different zones of the city or of different cost benefits. 

Furthermore, the proposition is at least defensible, if difficult to 

demonstrate quantitatively, that the Sanest benefita of the urban 

dispersal approach are superior in their achievement of most apeed-on 

social values tc those that mgy obtain from continued and unrelieved 

urban concentration. . .and this at lass indirect cost also, since it 

exploits and accelerates a natural ttened.of spans redistribution, rather 

than ineffectually opposing it. 

511 



8. HOW DISPOSAL COULD BE AGROUND. 

As an exacts of whet might be done to re-establish novae 

or smaller cities, while permitting the larger cities to thin out 

until they too approaah the desireable size let us consider ths caw 

of Boston and New Yost. Both Cities share the vices of downtown con 

gestion, elms, inefficient government, and high tax rates. Both 

cities also share the economic advantages accruing from port status, 

regional center, and downtown concentrations of business activity, a 

also certain esthetically satisfying (or at least impressive) Mont* 

visual charms (Wall Street, Beacon Hill - of course they are very di 

eft). The virtues need not be sacrificed substantially to reduce so 

of the vices, and also reduce the target value of the city. The doe 

town or core areas of the city may remain. It is the midtown belt o 

slums, congested shopping districts, and peppered with high-priced 

neighborhoods that may be "thinned out" without great loss and posit 

gain. Such areas would include the Devil's Kitchen and Harlem aid 

Downtown Brooklyn areas in Nov York, aid Haat Caebridge, Chelsea, So 

villa, Brighton, Dorchester, and South Boston in the Boston area. T 

industries aid people currently located in these committee may in 

be gradually induced to relocate in a sthurIxtri belt of clustered tow 

ships. The 'thinned out" areas remaining would then best be convert 

to a green belt of induatrial and residential putts Mediately sum 

the old city *ore. The entire metropolitan area would be transform 

into a pattern of alternating rings of perks and belt ocessunities, n 

by circumferential and radial lines of communication, we shown in PI 

A gradual and relatively painless method for achieving this 

%Man dispersal and redistribution of population and industn would I 
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to prwrid• strong tax inducementa for major indurtrial ample:gen to 

relocate or expand into the suburban rings of industrial pasts. Popo 

lation might be expected to follow, if proper zoning prattles is nix 

tattled by alternating industrial with residential parks in the "greet 

rings. As land values drop in the residual and partly abandoned ton 

high density belts adjacent to the core, these could he purchased by 

municipal authorie ties and redeveloped into further green belts of 

alternating industrial and residential parks. 
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SOCIAL FACT= AIM COMM= SITS 

The mama case of a sanity required to realise economic, 

political, and cultural values will vary with the activities and tastes 

of a region's inhabitants. Surprisingly, the political and cultural 

requirements are most likely to be the limiting ones in tbs future, as 

the nonage utility of imbastrial parts and suburban shopping centers 

becomes apparent, and it is realised that the esatial centers of suck 

densely coneentrated industries as finance, investment banking, giant 

manufacture, entertainment, and merchandising are rarely very populous 

It themselves. (Therm is no reason to suppose any particularly fruitfm 

interaction from the °placation of investment baba sad garment norma 

facture In the sane overcrowded coceentity.) 

There maybe scee very difficult trammitione froa the lard 

politics of massive voting blocs and urban political control of the 

balance of political power, to what ney revert to state control of 

critical voting areas as the 61.1 concentrations are eroded. 

The cultured theater, Art, and concert buffs in Raw York, Bost 

end San Francisco may. find it difficult to envisage cosmunities limited 

to a few hundred thousand inhabitants accepting the burden of nourishic 

ocepareble Institutions. Bow much culture would subsist in Cambridge 

without the human maztet of Boston/ And yet is seems feasible for 

calamities the site of Calbridge, Massachusetts (120,000) and Oxford, 

England (100,000) to provide concentrated culture for their entire 

regions My dint of the pressen of great institutidoe of learning. Tin 

it appears high culture is ctompatible with smell seals provided tam 

exists functional specialisation among the small oitiesor towns. In me 

case, than is no reason to insist on the dismantling of the major 



cultural centers of civilisation. It is only necessary to gradually 

disperse the associated industries and populatians, rich presumably 

vill retain convenient access by sans of mere rapid oommunicatiens 

transportation. The disadvantage of dispersal that appears inevitable 

and unavoidable would be the loss of the bewildering but stimulating 

concatenation of culture and commercialism, variety and uniformity, we 

and poverty, that is a large modern city. Perhaps the price of minds 

is that high. 

Factors tending to permit larger communities at comparable 

levels of percentage national population survival (always assuming thi 

availability of fallout shelters to all) include the dispersal of 

strategic military targets in such a manner that they are not within 

lethal radius of cities, on the national level, and increases in the 

number of target nations on the international level. The latter devei 

opment, at least in this context, maybe a fortunate result (one of tl 

few) of the diffusion of nuclear weapons and rocket technology. Both 

the national and intermatiemal multiplication of targets would teed to 

reduce the number of weapons specifically allocated for urban cormunil 

bombardment. In this connection it nay be of interest to note that id 

• certain degree of reduced vulnerability to surprise attaek against 1 

strategic retaliatory,  forces is helpful because it multiplies targets 

and reduces the prchehle allocation to cities, such greater decreases 

military strategic target vulnerability say have the opposite effect. 

This would be the result of strategic military targets becoming ait ire 

nerable to counter-force attack that =missiles expendei on then wen 

be wasted, hence forcing the aggressor to chug* strategies to mule* 

counter-abbe blackmail (and possible partial fUltinment). 

• 



factors tending to require reduction of oommunity sits in 

order to multiply the number of targets are major reductions in nuclear 

warhead and deliveryweb/ale costs. Significant economise in weapon 

unit *oats willseks feasible expansion of inventories at constant 

and feasible budget levels. The absence of negotiated or tacit arms 

controls or restraints on weapon proluotion will also tend to reduce 

themaximumpermissible community else, since the seaman produatica 

rem would not be reetreinet. 



DISPERSAL - TO MT? 

(liven the desireability of urban dispersal, to vhat new form 

should it be dispersed? Hors suburbs? More cities? The view taken 

by this writer is essentially that of Ebenezer Howard, who in the Engl 

of the early part of this century ventured to actually asseeble an 

experimental *greenbelt" tom. The ftwelamental concept of the green 

belt town was that it was a complete civic and tub= unit, limited fro 

.
exceeding its optienue size or merging with other communities by the 

vgreen belt" of vegetation around it. It was not merely the increase 

in suburban area, or the space devoted to a particular urban function, 

but rather the development of an autonomous colony that was proposed t 

accept the surplus from the larger cities. the only major motifintio 

that the present writer offers is that such committee to established 

with the current suburban amenities as their nuclei, so that they ma 

more immediately relieve the high and dangerous population densities o 

the larger mstropoli. Howard probably underestimated the social value 

realized by city dwellers that are not easily achieved in his communit 

of 32000. Hence we suggest the urban dispersal to formerly purely 

suburban communities (to become szell towns) that are within cagy (les 

that one hour) commuting range of the metropolitan core. This would 

seem to permit the best of both world's. 

The Wm Tarns in Great Britain appear to have proven the pure 

economic and social viability of Howard's green belt concept. Given 

this demonstration of social effectiveness under peacetime conditions, 

the added &menet of minced total vulnerability to thermanualear 

bombardment wad appear to settle the question. This is far from 



being tho case, however, primarily because the current dinttisttn 

and blithe  of congestion are not sufficiently Weal to incur the 

painful political and economic, costs of change. 

As the large city declines with military and social obsolesce 

other centers of ocesursity must replace it to maintain econcelo, pont' 

eel cultural values. The cultural ambiance of a nation in which Math 

Beach (San Francisco), Vielle Carr* ()km Mimes), the Broadway theater 

and Fifth Avenue shopping districts (New York), and Beacon Rill Mostar 

were all dismantled and transformed into housing developments or rural 

shopping centers and industrial parks would be dismaying indeed. It 

would reject what may be best in the European cultural heritage for 

something that night be characterised as "Contemporary pastel wild vest 

The economic dynamism of such iniustries as entertainment, edvertising 

MI merchandising, publishing, investment, and others that depend on 

multiple interactions on the Mediate social level might also be 

eroded in such a flattened distribution of economic nuggets. 

The rejection of the extremes of population distribution by 

reason of military, economic, political, and cultural requirements augg 

a viable commode that is neither surprising nor new, nor perhaps eve 

not to be automatically anticipated. It is the reclamation of what maj 

again be called The Town, or small atty. The resurgenoe of the town is 

hare conceived as a return to a more integrated committy of economic, 

political, and cultural activities that fails to ',present, ill arse sing 

unit, a critical military target, and that in sum present were &titters 

targets (substantially more) than there would be weapons to destroy a 

large fraction of them. The ideal site of the tarn or nal city woad 

thua be the result of a aceprogas batmen the Main aloe required fc 



Oficient rolisation of ocenesto, political. and cultural commit 

values, and the wining= rive reprobating a lucrative target for 

bohardaent. Both of these criteria an very difficalt to thrvelop 

to a point of widespread agreement. 
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TIN TICIDITLCOICAL PILLIDILLITY CY RAP/0 TRAIMIT 

DECINTBAL/903 URBAN COMM/TM 

Weaver the military merits of mroan dispersal, to be *come 

al],y feasible the rapid transit of the population to and freer work, 

school, and shopping must be maintained and, if possible, improved. 

Temporal economies may be achieved by proximity, speed, or a combinati 

of both. Since proximity will not always be either &minable or poem 

speed of movement is essential. The proportion of the population that 

boated near most of its major activity centers may be significant in 

some cases, thereby reducing capacitor requirements on urban rapid tran 

For that probably larger fraction of the local population not enjoying 

(or chaftng against) this advantage, the problem of rapid urban transi 

remains undiminished, if perhaps less crowded, at us therefore swami 

both the increased distances that may have to be traversed, 8006 ramie 

able travel times, and the technology required to achieve such transit 

tam. 
The common distance between the core city and the suburbs in 

typical large cities of the United States is seldom more than twenty m 

(except possibly Loa Angeles and San Francisco), and frequently closer 

to ten miles. In New York it is Bowe fifteen miles from the Manhattan 

domain, core to the suburban ccemnittiss in Nassau, Westchester, and 

Bergen counties. a Boston it is also some fifteen miles from the Bea 

Rill and adjacent core area to suburban Woburn, Lexington, Newton, Dad 

and Braintree - perhaps a little less. While it is true that some cola 

mature come from as far as Pennsylvania (to In York) and New Nanpahir 

(to Boston), amt an even smaller elite group commas from Washimaton, 

D. C., to both these cities, this 10-mile radius be taken as the 



• 

neecinal sating distance. rt is assumed that eaten fres Frain 

Brockton, clad Beverly to Boston (approaching Unity miles out) will b 

balanced by those easing 'from some ten mile• out from Brookline, Balm 

Medford, and Revere. Furtbermare, by no means all persons remittals I 

these peripheral suburbs work, shop, or set their children to school 

in the cue area - increasingly, the contrary is the ease. ECINIV•r• 

us retain our nominal fifteen mils commenter range for this decade. I 

urban decentralisation is accomplished, this distancecsay increase fl 

fold for Sr comaters. From this folloir the questions of idiether 

speed can also be increased fivefold, or whether transit tins my ala 

be increased, or some combinatiin of the two. 

It should be emphasised that the fivefold increase in coned 

distance is probably much greater than would be recited by most, anc 

would, in the case of Boston, probably involve merging the Boston mei 

politan area with those of Nashua, Lawrence, Iactell, Iscoinster, Won 

Providence, Fall River, and Plywouth. Nevertheless, this degree of 

decentralisation would Probably be required to reduce lath'sl target 

concentrations to well under 500,000 population. 

It may be considered axiomatic that the emulator will not 

to tolerate additional transit time. In those camas where the distat 

approaches twenty idles today, even with only moderate traffic, the 

for transit approaches one hour. Such a co:tauter gives the equivalei 

of an additional working day each week simply to persona transports( 

to ant from work, not to mention evening and weekend shopping trips 

(although these may be either shorter or longer). Although some um 

are Imolai to enjoy their personal. transportation, aucr final it a ohm 

Also, what may be • pleasant way to was up while hearing the sawn cn 

the tar radio for half an hour, may turn to utter tedium if struts* 

- 



an hat and a halt Lit us asinme, therefore, that trial* tine she 

not be increased. 

it ecematting distance roay be increased fivefold, and coined 

transit time is assumed to be at its tolerable maxima (or beyond it 

tan ecemating speed at 1.12CrOMIS fivefold. Is this technelegioall 

fusible Wan/ How/ At what cost? 

It is feasible, now at very great test, or in twenty years 

molest cost. Today the majority of automobile tomcatting traffic mov 

at an average of twenty miles per hour, with legal peak speeds of el 

It is passible to envisage somewhat modified private vehicles allay 

average speeds of 100 miles per hour, with peak speeds of 150. That 

type of traffic would require nee roads, traffic regulations, and at 

least rodifications of today's types of automobiles (particularly ix 

tires and brakes) is not denied. All of the technology is available 

today, however, including automobiles not different from family 

oars (ant identical, with cosmonly awned sports cars with racing tire 

that can be driven at speeds well over /00 miles per hour, hour afte 

hour, without undue wear. The most expensive iodination that you) 

required would be the highway system, and in particular its curves a 

interchanged. This is • matter of planning and ecencetia, become t 

technology is elementary. 

Nevertheless, the private automobile driven at speeds all 

excess of 100 miles an hour over new superhighways does not appear t 

this writer to be the most promising solutica. To achieve average a 

of 100 miles per hour, even with fey stops and unpraedently clever 

eanagement of interchanges, peak speeds would have to approach 200 • 

/Odle the automobiles achieving this kind of performance have been 



• 

available for years in the fora of racing ears, the drivers are not 

equally available (in sufficient qoantitg).
,

 Speed of driver rentiw 

becomes limiting, unless such great spacing batmen can an1 such 

gentle curves are employed that the traffic capacity of the road my 

would be mach constrained, or maintained at greatly increased coat : 

expansion. Peak legal speeds of on the order of 100 sob., with WAN 

sPeeds two to three times that of today's twenty mph. appear .toll. 

plausible. Autorobiles used at this accelerated pace could accord 

a large fraction of the commuter traffic. This still leaves us wit 

the problea of the man who east travel 100 miles, clear across his 

metropolitan area, to go to work, and for the sake of health and ho 

must do it in under an hour. 

For this °long range,' commuter, public transportation may 

again provide a viable answer. The constraints here are political 

economic, indeed, but certainly not technological. Conventional ai 

electric express trains in Japan today average well over 80 soh (on 

one-stop Kyoto to Tokyo run). Net even shiny aluminum monorail car 

required to achieve average speeds on the order of 100 mph, althoug 

these would reduce costs. /f the political problems of arranging r 

of-way are too complicated or costly to solve, the long-range comma 

say find the solution in public transportation by air. Cargo belie 

averaging over 150 mpn. are available today, and could be run like 

shuttle buns over established low altitude routes. In a few man 

perhaps less than ton - commercially profitable verticaletakeoff-az 

landing aircraft (VTOL) may provide three-dimensional transport eve 

more rapidly and cheaply. While air commuting costs today are higt 

per passenger mile than for public surface transportation. they an 
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12. 
ernrable to private surface transportation by automobin. In the 

future, air conning will cost less than It does now, while print. 

surface transport nets rill increase with eerformance, power, fuel 

eensumptien, tire and braking wear, and /neurones mats refloating 

increased risk of acoident at higher speeds. 

The above discussion had been intended not to describe the 

beat future ens of long-range commuter transit in enlarged, decentra 

ized cities, but rather to indicate that there are no particular 

geological constraints on such a development. Of course in one sense 

all constraints my be considered technological, in that they are 

involved with questions of relative cost benefits, whieh in turn ales 

depend at least in part on the efficiency with which space and energy 

Sri utilized. This is not the commonly accepted connotation of teen, 

logical feasibility, however. Technological feasibility is more usu. 

concerned with the length of time (and the cost) required to do the 

basic research, engineering development, and production of a given 

device. The above discussion should suggest that at least the proto-

types for all the vehicles required for rapid commuter transit of 

lane decentralized urban communities are operational today, and that 

specialized engineering adaption for the sake of inprovect efficiency 

could be achieved in a very few years - indeed, in much less time the 

the development of decentralized urban communities is likely to newt 

Hence the conclusion that the technological feasibility of rapid tran 

is not • limiting constraint or. the development of decentralized tube 

communities. 
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9. COMC1OSI00. 

Repent developments in military bacluaelegy have not yet made 

cities obsolete, even in their present fames. For the next few years, 

fallout shelters such as may be devised within the formal context of 

contemporary cities will provide as mush protection against the radio-

active hazards of the most likely counterforce attack, as might be 

provided by alternate forms of urban organisation (except for ports). 

Once military forces become substantially invulnerable to attack, in 

the latter part of the decade, the picture darkens. Cities are now 

likely to become prime targets, and they cannot provide protection fox 

their populations in their current form (within practical cost Limits) 

Fire storms would threaten survival in otherwise adequate blast and 

fallout shelters, and self-contained cooling and oxygen supplies wools 

be impractical for the numbers of persons involved. The conclusion ia 

that once cities become primary targets for the larger weapons, they 

must modify their form to survive. The modification suggerting the 

greatest increase in survival of metropolitan values for the least 

disruption and cost, while possibly also realising certain bonus offer 

of economic, social, and esthetic improvement, is a combination of 

limited dispersal and local hardening. The limited dispersal reduces 

or eliminates the danger of fire storms (although not isolated fires) 

without which economically feasible hardening In the form of blast-

fallout shelters became effective in all areas except those very aloe 

to ground (or air) zero. 

Alternative forms of limited dispersal formetropolitanarea 

include the satellite galaxy, star, ring, chain, and corbinations of 

these. The satellite galaxy and star-ring combination appeal most for 

thsir constructive use of the older core as a tub for the organic 



development of peripheral concentrations, ant the transportation and 

esthetic e.fficisseiss they appear to promise. Further research, 

perticalatly of a quantitative and experimental nature, may suggest 

the superiority of other fonts. There appears to be little doubt, 

however, that same form of urban dispersal, combined with hardening, 

mill be required for city survival when althea again become stretegli 

tarts. 
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